Welcome to the AMCBT Home Page:

URL: http://papa.indstate.edu/amcbt

Featuring the online AMCBT archive for:

- **Bioscene: Journal of College Biology Teaching** (1975-present)
- **AMCBT Newsletter** (1964-1974)
- **AMCBT Proceedings** (1957-1972)

Other useful AMCBT information includes:

- AMCBT Executive Committee
- Editorial Board of Bioscene
- 1995 Annual Meeting of the AMCBT
- Searchable Membership Database (coming soon)
- On-line Membership Application
- Archive of the AMCBT ListServer
- Scientific Meetings of Interest to Membership
- Position Announcements
- AMCBT in the News

The Association of Midwest College Biology Teachers has developed its own list server to facilitate communication between its members. The purpose of the AMCBT mailing list is to provide announcements, information and discussion of a wide variety of topics.

Information mailed to:

amcbt@biology.indstate.edu

will be sent to all members of the list.

To subscribe/unsubscribe to the list, send e-mail to:

list-admin@biology.indstate.edu

To subscribe, send this message line:

subscribe amcbt

To unsubscribe, send this message line:

unsubscribe amcbt

If you have any questions about AMCBT-L, contact Tim Mulkey at mulkey@biology.indstate.edu